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ments in return, and those present found that, though he
was at first rather shy, he was a delightful addition to a
dinner-party, most attractive in the quiet and humble
part he took in the conversation, but full of humour and
with opinions at once decided and sane. His laugh and
smile are perhaps particularly attractive."
When winter came the tourists had departed, and the Prince
was no longer a curiosity to the people of the town. He walked
among the silver-brown walls of the colleges and he rode out
in the morning—an eager, restless figure, moving against the
winter trees and liquid blue sky, just as any other under-
graduate who enjoyed the privileges of Oxford.
As his shyness passed, the Prince took the initiative in making
friendships and the adventures which fell to him increased
his knowledge of human nature. One evening he picked up
his banjo and wandered through the cloisters of Magdalen to
call on a friend. Major Verney has described the company
that the Prince found in his friend's room: they included
a "rampant, tearing Socialist from the Midlands who had com-
menced life in a nail factory at the age of eight, educated
himself—and arrived at Oxford at the age of thirty-three, with
a red tie."-A test had come for the Prince's charm. "He picked
up a glass of beer from the table and said, 'Here's luck, every-
body/ and then played a tune on the banjo." When the Prince
had returned to his rooms the nail-maker rose to his feet and
said to those who remained: " 'I'll give you a toast/ He raised
his glass and said: 'The Prince of Wales, God bless him!' "
The Prince's banjo was the first of a number of musical
instruments to which he was devoted. He was a fickle musician,
because he gave his heart to the banjo, the ukelele and even
the bagpipes. Many people suffered during these experiments,
and his diligent practice upon the banjo, at all hours of the
day and night, was such a pain to his neighbours in Magdalen
that they organised a protest beneath his window. He won the
day, for he produced his bagpipes and drove them away, with
their fingers in their ears. Some years afterwards he diverted his

